Abstract. We define a transfer map in the setting of bounded cohomology with certain metric G-module coefficients. As an application, we extend a theorem on the comparison map from Borelbounded to Borel cohomology (cf.
Introduction
The groups G we are working with are always assumed to be separable, locally compact, with a topology given by a complete metric. Borel cohomology groups H * B (G, A) for G with coefficients in a polish G-module A where introduced by Moore [3] . In case A is equipped with a metric, one can define the Borel-bounded cohomology groups H * Bb (G, A) and study the comparison map from Borel-bounded to Borel cohomology. The case of a connected Lie group G and A = Z with trivial G-action was dealt with in [1] . The purpose of this note is to define a transfer map in the H * B and H * Bb setting, with respect to a closed subgroup H < G of finite index. We will make use of our transfer map to extend some results proved in [1] for connected Lie groups, to cover the case of groups with finitely many connected components (virtually connected groups).
We thank Ian Leary for helpful remarks.
complete metrics on M (compatible with the given topology) with respect to which the G-action is isometric. We say that m 1 and m 2 are bounded equivalent (b-equivalent for short), if they define the same bounded subsets in M.
Definition 2.2. We denote by mP (G) the category of G-modules M in P (G), equipped with a preferred b-equivalence class [m] of metrics. Morphisms in mP (G) are continuous G-maps which map bounded subsets to bounded subsets.
If H < G is a closed normal subgroup of finite index and M is a finitely generated ZG-module with trivial H-action, then the word metric m S on the underlying abelian group of M, with respect to a finite G-stable generating set S < M defines a b-equivalence class [m S ] of complete metrics on M, independent of the particular S chosen. In this way we obtain a fully faithful functor fgMod(G/H) → mP (G) , with fgMod(G/H) denoting the category of finitely generated G/Hmodules.
There is an obvious forgetful functor mP (G) → P (G). In this way, we may view an M ∈ fgMod(G/H) as an object in mP (G), respectively P (G).
For M ∈ P (G), a map f : G n+1 → M is called Borel, if it is Borel measurable with respect to the σ-algebras associated to the topological spaces G n+1 and M respectively; in case M is in mP (G), f is called bounded, if its range is a bounded subset of M; f is called G-
for the abelian group of G-equivariant Borel (respectively Borel bounded) maps G n+1 → M. With the usual differentials, this defines cochain complexes C *
is the Borel (respectively Borel bounded) cohomology of G with coefficients in M (for Borel cohomology with coefficients in P (G), see Moore [3] ; Borel bounded cohomology with Banach G-module coefficients has been dealt with in [2] ). Remark 2.3. Let G denote a virtually connected Lie group with connected component G 0 . For M ∈ P (G) with underlying topology of M discrete, the G-action on M factors through G/G 0 so that M is a G/G 0 -module. Note also that, because G is virtually connected 
where H * (BG, M) denotes the singular cohomology of BG with local coefficients in the π 1 (BG)-module M. Similarly, for V a continuous finite-dimensional R-representation of G, one has a natural isomorphism
Let H < G be a closed subgroup of finite index and let M ∈ P (H). We write π : G → G/H for the projection and we fix a section σ :
). We define the coinduced module Coind G H M ∈ P (G) as follows: the underlying abelian group consist of all continuous functions f :
This defines a coinduction functor
It also follows that one has a natural isomorphism
The following partial Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma holds in this situation.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a separable, locally compact topological group, with a topology given by a complete metric and let H < G a closed subgroup of finite index. Let M ∈ mP (H). There is a natural diagram
and both maps Θ * and Θ * b are onto.
Proof. The map of cochain complexes:
given on n-cochains by Θ(f )(h 0 , · · · , h n ) = f (h 0 , · · · , h n )(1), restricts to a map Θ b of bounded cochains. Moreover, the map
so that Θ • Λ = Id and therefore the induced map Θ * and Θ * b are split surjections.
Recall that the radical √ G of a (not necessarily connected) Lie group G is its maximal, connected, normal, solvable subgroup. A Lie groups is called linear, if it admits a faithful representation G → GL(n, R) for some n.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a virtually connected Lie group such that for every finitely generated G/G 0 -module M the forgetful map
Z is finitely generated as an abelian group, with the connected group G 0 acting trivially, it is a finitely generated G/G 0 -module. We conclude from our assumption that
is surjective. From Lemma 2.4 with H = G 0 and M = Z we conclude that
is surjective too. Because G 0 is connected, we can apply Theorem 1.1 of [1] to conclude that √ G 0 is linear, which completes the proof of the corollary, since
Construction of the transfer map
Let G be a separable, locally compact topological group, with a topology given by a complete metric and let H < G a closed subgroup of finite index. Let M ∈ P (G). The map
We further note that, when working with a fixed compatible metric on M, then ||κ(f )|| ≤ [G : H]||f ||. Hence κ maps bounded sets of Coind G H M to bounded sets of M and induces
We define the transfer map in Borel cohomology for M ∈ P (G) by
, one similarly defines the transfer map in Borel bounded cohomology by 
As a result, the composite map Tran •Res is, as claimed, the multiplication by [G : H], in all degrees. The commutativity of the diagram for the forgetful map is immediate from the definition of the transfer.
Applications
If A is a finitely generated ZG-module, with kernel of the G-action on A a normal subgroup of finite index in H < G, we can (as described earlier) consider A as an object in mP (G), by choosing a word metric on A with respect to a G-stable finite generating set. Forming A⊗R, we can choose a G-invariant Euclidean metric on that finite dimensional Rvector space, yielding an object A⊗R in mP (G) such that A → A⊗R is a morphism in mP (G) (it maps bounded subsets to bounded subsets). We can also form (A ⊗ R)/ image(A), which is topologically a finite dimensional torus, inheriting from A ⊗ R a natural G-invariant metric, yielding an exact sequence
in mP (G). We call this the standard way of viewing A, A ⊗ R and (A ⊗ R)/ image(A) as objects in mP (G).
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a separable, locally compact topological group, with a topology given by a complete metric and let H < G a closed subgroup of finite index. Let A be a finitely generated ZG-module with H acting trivially on A; view A and A ⊗ R in the standard way as an object in mP (G). If the natural map H and vertical maps α and δ isomorphisms, because A ⊗ S 1 has finite diameter:
The result then follows from a simple diagram chase. If A has torsion, denote by T A < A the torsion subgroup (with the induced metric); it is a G-submodule. We have a Z-split short exact sequence T A → A → A/T A in mP (G), which gives rise to a commutative diagram with exact rows and isomorphisms χ and µ, because T A is finite:
Having proved the claim of the lemma for A/T A and using that A⊗R ∼ = (A/T A)⊗R, a simple diagram chase completes the proof for the general case. (1) the radical
